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Dear Landowning Member,

What is the name of the tallest mountain in the world?  If you said Mt Everest, you were wrong.  Although it is the highest
mountain, it is not the tallest.  The tallest is Mauna Kea in Hawaii.  From the bottom of the ocean floor to its volcanic top, it is
33,500 feet tall beating out Mt Everest by over 4,000 feet.  Even Mauna Kea is not largest mountain in the world.  That title
belongs to its neighbor volcano Mauna Loa.  Mauna Loa is so massive that its weight has pushed its base into the ocean floor
by over five miles, making its total height an incredible 56,080 feet.  It contains over 19,000 cubic miles of rock which is
enough to  completely fill the Grand Canyon over 18 times.  However, it loses out to its neighbor, Mauna Kea as the tallest
mountain, by only 116 feet (as measured from the ocean floor.)  Their actual heights above sea level are 13,796 feet for Mauna
Kea and 13,680 feet for Mauna Loa.  They both seem small when compared to Mt Everest, but a lot of what makes them
significant happens below the surface of the ocean. Appearances can be very deceiving.

If you did not know this information, you would automatically assume that these "small" island mountains are insignificant.
You would think that Mt Everest, the one that gets all the press and acknowledgment is the largest mountain.  The reality is that
Mt Everest is but a "babe" when compared to these to behemoths.  It is only about 12,000 feet tall, with 17,000 of it's height
coming from the Himalayan Plateau.

The situation is similar with gas and oil leasing.   The bonus payment gets all the press and excitement, but it is the part hidden
inside the pages of the agreement or lease that is most important and has the greatest effect on you, the landowner.  These
effects are things such as royalties, landowner friendly wording,  and protections for the landowner which must last and be
relevant for years to come. We continue to hear about the latest "Mt Everest" guarantee of bonus payments, but it is the body of
the agreement, under the many pages of the lease, that you, as a landowner, will need to live with and is more important.

That is why you are fortunate to have a team of experts working for you.  Bob Rea and Tony Jesko know and understand what
is important to include under the surface of a lease.  They have been negotiating oil and gas leases for over 1 1/2 years with all
sizes of oil and gas companies.   They are developing services and resources that will remain available to you before, during,
and after the signing.  They have already negotiated leases in our area.  They have made contacts with major drillers. Oil
companies have made contacts with them. They continue to work for you!

One of the new difficulties landowner's are experiencing is that Ohio only requires that production figures be made public once
a year.  Investors, landowners, and even the federal government are still in the dark over the true pace of oil and natural gas
production from the Utica shale in our state. That’s because Ohio is one of the nation's least transparent states when it comes to
energy data,  a distinction the oil and gas industry worked to maintain this year.  This  past spring, a new energy bill being
crafted by lawmakers initially included a clause that would have required regulators to publicly disclose quarterly energy
production data. However, the clause was struck from the bill after "discussions" with the oil and gas industry. Instead, the new
law, which took effect in August 2012, explicitly bars Ohio from publishing the quarterly figures it now obtains.  Almost every
other energy-producing state releases production data and drilling results on a monthly basis; even Saudi Arabia self-reports its
once-secret production volumes monthly. This lack of transparency may put drillers at odds with landowners. "The industry has
lobbied very heavily in Columbus to keep this reporting requirement at an annual basis," said Ohio Representative Mark Okey,
"How are people supposed to understand what their potential royalties might be if there is not reporting on a more frequent
basis?"  This legislation clearly benefits oil companies in that it has the potential for reducing bonus prices for leasing and
creates ambiguity over accurate royalty payments.  

Our state representatives and senators are supposed to be working for us, not the oil companies.  We encourage you to send
letters to our state representatives and senators to let them know that you are disappointed by this new law, and that you expect
them to represent us by requiring public quarterly production figures. We have included a sample letter that you can send. We
have also included a sample letter for you to send to your senator and representative asking them to keep Governor Kasich from
enacting a severance task on oil and gas. Just sign the letters and send them to the addresses listed in this update letter.  Make
copies and share it with your neighbors so they can also send letters.  I have included a list of the state representatives and
senators from our area of Eastern Holmes County. 

State Representative Dave Hall                               State Senator Larry Obhof



77 S. High St Senate Building
11th Floor 1 Capitol Square, 1st Floor 
Columbus, OH 43215-6111 Columbus, OH 43215
Phone: (614) 466-2994 phone: (614) 466-7505
Fax: (614) 719-699

HELP may have to address this current law deficiency by requiring more frequent disclosures through the leasing process.

Recent press releases by Consol Energy report that the Troyer well near Ragersville had an initial production rate of 400 barrels
of light crude oil a day (the best and most expensive kind of oil that can be produced.)  They did not disclose any figures on the
amount of gas produced.  Currently the Devon Energy well just south of Waynedale High School is being flared.  Another
proposed and permitted well site, by Devon Energy, southeast of Trail, has been halted due to questions about ownership of the
deep mineral rights.

That is why our board continues to be concerned about the lease status of our membership.  We must make sure that every and
all information which HELP presents at future negotiations are accurate and true.  Otherwise, the same thing will happen as
what has happened at the Trail site.  It is critical for HELP to be aware of your lease status.  We must know whether your land is
already leased, and if  it  is,  by whom. Often times, a parcel is split  off from a larger one that has an associated held-by-
production lease.  One cannot assume that if you do not have a well on your land, or, that you have not received any royalty
payments, that your land is free and clear of an oil or gas lease that is held-by-production. A clue that your land could have a
lease tied to it, is, if there is a producing well located in your neighborhood.  Buckeye mineral has resource persons available
who can assist you in finding this out at a reasonable cost.  Documents are available for download at our website to request
assistance.  We are also including business cards from Buckeye Mineral to keep for reference should a land man show up.
Forms are also available at our monthly meetings in Winesburg.

We will not have a public meeting in December but will resume meetings in January, on the 2nd Thursday of each month,
instead of the 2nd Tuesday of the month.  Everyone is welcome, even if not a member of HELP, so it is okay to invite a
neighbor.

Recently, there has been a local group that has allowed its members to disband.  Others may be thinking of doing so.  Through
all this uncertainty, HELP has continued to grow and remain strong. We continue to represent you with a dedicated board and
expert negotiating team.  Contact your neighbors and invite them to our January meeting as we continue to accept members and
grow.  Currently our membership owns 851 parcels with an area of over 16,000 acres.

We know that our strength comes from you, our landowning members. Thanks for your continued support and stability during
this process. 

Sincerely,

Maurice Stutzman MD
President 
Holmes Energy Leasing Partnership

web site: https://sites.google.com/site/holmesenergyleasingpartnership/

Mailing address: Daniel Hochstetler-2722 County Road 200-Dundee-Ohio-44624


